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UNA will be launched in July 2021, as one of the DeFi project with 

uniqueness and stand out among various similar projects. 
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UNA, a decentralized rewarding platform featured with Hyper-Deflationary, 

Buy-Back Mechanism, Static rewards, Jackpot and Lucky Draw. With adoption 

of Binance Smart Chain, UNA works perfectly in term of transaction speed and 

fee is much cheaper.

UNA will be equipped with liquidity generating protocol where you are rewarded 

with additional UNA upon every transaction happened on UNA. With creation of 

UNA, capability of buy-back UNA from DEX will help community to sustain and 

boost the market cap. 

UNA has launched first beta token called UNAGI in May 2021. With UNAGI’s 

creation, more community are onboarding to sustain and creating ecosystem in 

building different community project. In June 2021, we have completed another 

milestone of our first AI Scalping platform, Tamago AI.  In July 2021, we made 

another huge step to revamp UNAGI to UNA, which will lead UnagiSwap to 

greater usability and performance.
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UNA

Disclaimer

UNA, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart 

contracts and any apps (“UNA”) as presented in this conceptual paper is 

not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any 

kind and in any jurisdiction. 



Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended 

only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a 

regulated and/or financial environment. UNA is decentralized and community driven 

project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, 

directors or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The UNA smart 

contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. 



The UNA token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be 

considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. UNA is not in any 

way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited 

in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of 

any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or o‑er to invest in UNA or acquire or use UNA 

tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. 



Any user of UNA represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate 

technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or 

reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of UNA 

(including the UNA token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an 

inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto 

system, token, platform, software or interface, including UNA, and further disavows any 

claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with 

UNA, for any damage suffered, including total loss. Use at your own risk.
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UNA

Abstract
Think Big, Dream Big

UNA is designed to create a sustainable and fun ecosystem with the aim to helps our 

community to have a better lifestyle. Our mission is to help our community to generate 

passive stream of income within our platform. UNA will bring lots of new concept such as 

AI scalping bot, high-yield farming with referral program, CeDeFi platform, accelerator 

program and exchange for crypto world.



Currently we have 3000+ community members following us and our community is 

growing bigger soon!
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CeDefi platform

tamago ai

Accelerator program

UNA exchange

One of our roadmaps is to create CeDeFI platform to optimize the feature yield farming, 

lending and adoption of exchange in this platform. It’s more convenient to trace all the 

rewards and more usage will be included as well.

Our aim is to help more people to create project in Blockchain and we have started to 

partnership with others community via Unagi Partnership Program to accelerate their 

project to launch in the market.

Our mission is to create exchange that serve more community member and also provide 

more job opportunities. This project will be benefit to all community members and income 

generated will be reserved as charity fund to help solving global poverty.
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We are one of the first liquidity generating token that offer AI Scalping robot in the 

market! It’s secure and directly link with major exchanges including Huobi and Binance.

Auto compounding farm
We are one of the first auto-compounding platform that comes with referral program, 

Jackpot and Lucky Draw. You can earn token passively and rewarded when invites 

friends to deposit and stake in any of the vault! This is new features that UNA bring to 

the community.
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Transparency
UNA is decentralized and 100% transparent to the 

community. We creating a sustainable ecosystem and 

we are welcome more community to diversity the 

usage of UNA. Our aim is to helps our community 

change a better lifestyle. 
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Community driven
UNA is 100% Community-driven and fair launch via 

DXSALE. There is no Pre-Sale even in Unagi. Dev will 

also supply and participate IDO as fair launch with 

everyone else. We would like to serve the community 

better and fair to others.

Automated reward
UNA act as a new Deflationary plus Gamification 

community token designed to be more sustainable over 

time. Just simple hold UNA and 2% of the liquidity fee 

will be distributed automatically to all holders and send 

to your wallet when transactions happen.

HOLD 2% UNA
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HIGH SECURE


LP LOCKED

Auto-compounding farm
UNA has its own Auto-Compounding Farm that will 

compound for your Liquidity Pool to get more rewards 

other than UNA! Besides, our yield farming platform will 

be featuring referral program, Jackpot and Lucky 

Draw!

buy-back features
UNA will be one of our best partners that will help to 

buy-back. 5% of all the transactions (buys and sells) will 

be stored in UNA contract, and UNA contract will help 

us to fight when we are facing multiple whales dump. 

High secure and Lp Locked
Our LP will be locked for at least 4 Years since launched 

date, all funds are safe and rug-pull free from the 

developer.  Meanwhile, our token contract will be 

audited by third parties audit company to ensure the 

security and trust among community.
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Instead of just doing hyper-deflationary 

token, we implemented Proof of Community 

(PoCom) whereby our community become 

“UNA FANS” and get rewarded by adopting 

UNA in their lifestyle. UNA will not only provide 

an automatic reward to the wallet, but also 

implement an event or a campaign to bond 

the community together. With PoCom exist, our community get rewarded based on farm 

strategies, referral program, lucky draw and also stay chances to hit Jackpot! One more 

important element in UNA is that we treat everyone fairly, whether you’re fully loaded or 

not, we give equal chances to all of us. 

UNA

PoCom methodology

lucky draw

UNA loves the community, that’s why everyday there will be 2 lucky winners (Maybe 

same person if tickets a lot!) win 5% of the Jackpot Pool! All the lucky draw is randomly 

pick, even developer will not know who wins! Just simply check in and you get your first 

free ticket! (With a little of gas fee) You can also increase your chances doing more 

mission and contribution to the community! 
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Referral Program

We are one of the first implement auto-compound farm with referral program. You will 

be rewarded 70% of the withdraw fee from your friend staked! Moreover, if your referee 

contributed to UNA you will also rewarded 70% of the UNA they contributed. If one of 

your referee hits lucky draw, you also will be rewarded 30% of his reward amount! That’s 

totally insane!


Una jackpot pool

Well, if lucky draw and referral program is not enough to serve community, we have 

something special for our community! Jackpot! Just invite more friends to contribute 

lucky draw tickets and you will entitle to join UNA Jackpot Pool! You will require at least 

15 Contribution Tickets from your referee to participate and the highest contributor from 

their referee wins the UNA Jackpot which is 10% of the pool! Meaning every time your 

referee contributes to join lucky draw, you earn UNA and chances to win UNA Jackpot 

Pool!

WIN 10%

of jackpot pool



UNA

tokenomic
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Una holders

jackpot pool

Marketing fee

2%

Buy-back fee

5% 1%

2%

UNA Contract address:
0x7AA509D7761e35bf43B6AeB144480A19d0FEb851



UNA

total supply
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1 Billion

19.45% UNAGi

Community reservation

(Community fair launch)

0.01% 

pancakeswap lp

80.54% 

DxSale locked (burn)

Contract address

0x5E14a69291B96142755A9e50Dc359cf2Ff482A89



UNA

5 main perspective
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application Perspective

With implementation of RFI token parameters and featuring UNA as deflationary utility 

token on Binance Smart Chain, token holders can use their tokens in all UNA’s 

community project including, Tamago AI, upcoming Yield Farming Optimizer and Referral 

Program Bonus. 

Purpose Perspective

With incentivize methodology of new UNA token, it will bring individual behaviours to show 

the purpose in Proof of Community(PoCom). As the rewarding programs beneficial to the 

token holders, with the absence of the third parties, 100% are accumulated throughout 

the project roadmap.

utilization perspective

fungibility perspective

transferability perspective

With reducing of total supply and fixed amount of token circulating, overall profit/cost 

ratio will be greatly increased. Hence, the utilization of sUNAGI on other community 

platforms will be overwhelming such as Tamago AI, Staking Referral Program, Lucky 

Draw. 

As BEP-20 token, fungibility is important to token holders and investors. UNA aim to be 

widely available as medium of value exchange for physical products and other on-chain 

Non-Fungible products in future roadmap.

To ensure the transferability of UNA token, we had added buy back features with use of 

the fees collected through on-chain transactions. This will build the stronger resistance 

against major tokens sell transactions.
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UNA

Overall information 
comparison

Audit

No Presales

Auto Reward

Every Transaction

Anti-Whale 

Dumping


Mechanisms

Auto Jackpot 

Pool

Lucky Draw 

for Una’s


Holder 

Auto 
Compound 

Staking

with Referral 

Program

Ai Scalping Bot

Self 
Autonomous 

Contract

and Rewards

UNA Doge Safemoon Shiba

This table uses publicly available information as reference and UNAGIswap.finance 
makes no warranties or guaranteed as to the accuracy of the information provided. If you 
have any information that would help ensure this table is accurate, please contact us in 
Telegram or Twitter. We’re welcome to help!

Yes No Yes No

Yes (Even

Beta Unagi) Yes No No

Yes No No No

Yes No No No

Yes No No No

Yes No No No

Yes No No No

Yes No No No

Yes No Yes No
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UNA

Roadmap

phase 1 

startup (complete)

phase 2

born of una

 Marketing and Increase awareness - Complete

 Beta UNAGI Launch for fair community launch (No 

IDO) - Complete

 2,000 Telegram Members - Complete

 3,000 Twitter Followers – Complete

 First Community Project: Tamago AI launched in 

Google PlayStore - Complete

 Youtube Review – Complete

 Coin Market Cap for beta UNAGI - Complete

 Dapp Radar for beta UNAGI - Complete

 Dapp.com for beta UNAGI - Completed

 Influencer marketing

 Revamp websit

 Beta UNAGI migrated to UN

 IDO launc

 Listing in Coin Market Ca

 Listing on Coin Geck

 Introduce AUTO-Compound Farm with Referral 

Progra

 UNA Jackpot and Lucky Dra

 10,000 Telegram Member

 10,000 Twitter Member

 10,000 Holder

 Audit for contract

 Adding features for Tamago AI (Binance AI 

Scalping and Quantitative Trading

 UNA Partnership Program
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phase 3

Expand

phase 5

Moon

phase 4

Boost

 30,000 Holder

 20,000 Telegram Member

 20,000 Twitter Member

 Air Drop Even

 Expand marketing influencer and digital 

marketin

 Listing on CE

 More community project for communit

 Develop CeDeFI platform and Exchang

 Third Party Audit

 Donate to help build food bank at $10B Market Ca

 Adding more fund for UNA project accelerator fun

 Adding more community project

 Bigger Giveaway Event around the worl

 Introducing more UNA products for communit

 Promote UNA Exchange at Singapore and adding more jobs around the world

 100,000Holder

 Release own exchange platform with UNA 

CeDeFi product

 $25K give away event to promote UNA when 

reach 50Million Market Ca

 $50k Donation to charity of community 

choice at $200M Market Ca

 $200k for new UNA project accelerator fund 

at $200M Market Ca

 Increasing marketin

 50K UNAGI Meal all over the world at $500M 

Market Ca

 Donate to help reduce global poverty at $1B 

Market Cap

15
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UNA

Our project testimonial 
and review
Tamago AI AI Scalping Robot Daily Profit Overview
With the launched of Tamago AI Scalping Robot, community members started to earn 

from AI Scalping trading. Below is the collective of multiple days ranking snapshot by 

Tamago AI:


Daily Profit: $ 6 - 28 

Daily Profit: $ 2 - 11

Daily Profit: $ 1 - 21 

Daily Profit: $ 4 - 20

Daily Profit: $ 3 - 44 

Daily Profit: $ 3 - 16

Tamago Ai
Spot ai trading application
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UNA 

UNAGISWAP 

Youtube video link:

Twitter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xn63zqgyvxk


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SzERDbwvcE


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ta2qMkS0MsQ


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlhhHvSm1s8


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0Txf4ulL5g


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJwo6ck7C_0


https://twitter.com/bsc_daily/status/1389753681801662469


https://twitter.com/dynasty_cs/status/1409592222165524481
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Thank You
We are exited having you together with us in UNA !

Our Channel

Twitter: https://twitter.com/unagiswap

Telegram: https://t.me/unagifinanceEN

Medium: https://unagiswapfinance.medium.com/

Github: https://github.com/UnagiSwap

Contact Us at

Email: manimaran@unagiswap.finance

Telegram: https://t.me/unagifinanceEN


